Phonics
Match the rhyming words.

fishing

floor

liar

why

yowl

growl

my

fire

sore

Doctor Meow

washing
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Word Play
Say the name of each picture.
Find the name and draw a box around the name.

pointmentreato

whichwhiskerwho

frogfrostbitefrosty

octobdoctordoor

nutunusnursenon

patpatiententpiten

Doctor Meow
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Vocabulary
Circle the correct word to complete the sentence.
1.

Send in the next ( patient / patience ), please.

2.

Poor little Bounce has sick ( whispers / whiskers ).

3.

Ginger’s nose is very ( sensitivity / sensitive ).

4.

( Cancel / cancer ) the rest of my appointments.

Doctor Meow
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Reading Comprehension
1. Fill in the blanks based on the story.
Patient

Snowy

Problem

She had a
very sore paw.

Lie

Truth

A big bad

She was

goldfish bit

fishing in the

her paw.

goldfish bowl.

Prescription

some
Bounce

He had sick

His whiskers

whiskers.

just got sick.

He stole steak

ointment

from the

and

barbecue.

some
mice cream

Ginger

He had

He had

He tried to eat

frostbite on

frostbite in

the frozen fish

his nose.

the summer.

in the fridge.

2. Who said what? Write the names.
Mrs. Purrfect

Ginger

Doctor Meow

Doctor Meow

Ginger’s nose is very sensitive.

Don’t you laugh at me.

I’m going home for the afternoon.
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Sentence Structure
Choose the correct sentence.
“Bounce, I told not spit to you!”

√

“Bounce, I told you not to spit!”

√

“How did your paw get sore, Snowy?”
“How your paw did get sore, Snowy?”

“Look Dr. Meow’s phone you’ve done what.”

√

“Look what you’ve done to Dr. Meow’s phone.”

They look a bit do short.

√

Doctor Meow

They do look a bit short.
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Book Report
Name

Date

Title

Doctor Meow

Author

Joy Cowley

Characters

Illustrator

Anne Sulzer

Doctor Meow, Mrs. Purrfect, Snowy Purrfect,
Ginger Purrfect, Bounce Purrfect

Write 5 words or phrases you've learned from the book.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Draw your favorite part of the story from the book.

I like this part of the story because…

Doctor Meow
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